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The evolution of percussion instruments is timeless. Percussion and rhythm provide the heart beat for all musical expression. We continue to invest tremendous energy and resources in developing new and innovative percussion products. The demands of today’s percussion community requires the percussionists and dedicated instrument builders, like Vancore to work together. We understand your needs because we’re percussionists, just like you!



Shells - The heartbeat of marching drums Its the shell which stands for the strong heartbeat of your drum, designed and created by Vancore Percussion Manufacturing!



Plywood Impact



STRAINERS XS - External Snare strainer Attached to the bottom hoop. The mechanism works outside the shell. Both height and tension adjustable.



A really impact in sound and appearance!!



These magnificent shells are made from a combination of first choice Beech and Ocumee. Available in different thickness and features. The total manufacturing process is controlled from cutting the tree, to shell pressing. The tone and resonance of these shells is in a class all its own. First class fineers are used to guarantee a superb shell in sound and finish. The shells provide a warm and rich sound and huge projection and are available in different finishes: HPL Finish The drum shells are covered with a very durable high pressure laminate, available in different colours and designs.



TS - Internal Top strainer Attached to the collar or mounted in the drum shell depending on model of snare drum. Both snare tension and height can be adjusted outside the shell.



Wood Finish The drum shells are finished with a beautiful fineer of most exclusive woods, like Bubinga, Rosewood and many other species. Custom Finishes Shells are finished with a special cover material at your choice.



Aluforce



The ultimate balance of power and projection!!



One of the latest innovations of Vancore are the Aluforce drum shells. The shells are made out of 1.5 mm special aluminum alloy sheetmaterial. This concept stands for an optimum of projection and accurate sound.



TO – Throw Off strainer. Very sturdy and specific. Mounted on the tube lugs of our UTS series. No attachment to the shell. Both height and snare tension are adjustable. Individual snare tuning is a standard.



Precision Through laser technics and digital manufacturing the Alufoce shells are accurate and precise. Ultra light weight Specially designed for marching percussion because of the extreme lightweight and the sound aspects. A huge projection, together with full resonance are the aspects which motivated our RD team to create these magnificent shells.



SO – Snap On strainer, simple and precise. Snare tension can be adjusted.



Finishes The shells can be finished in a numerous scale of colours and designs.



All drums are available, depending on model number, in both Plywood Impact and Aluforce features.



Snare drum Strainers Our designers created a range of 5 different snare drums strainers. 4 models of these strainers are manufactured through a Cadcam- CC Milling process. These models are fully adjustable in snare tension and height. Special attention needs the UCS snare drum strainer. It just adds a lot in playing your instrument.
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UCS - Ultimate Comfort Strainer Special designed slide extrusion profiles are used to manufacture the most innovative snaredrumstrainer ever been constructed. Precise 3-D machining did result in this magnificent product. Both height, snaretension and springtension are adjustable!



NEW - Vancore Ultimate Pipeband Series



Snare Drums



Our ultimate tension system together with superb shells and the advanced top and bottom strainers, are the assembled components for this magnificent range of side drums. Our designers listened carefully to the demanding top pipedrummers. The result is a world class Pipeband snare drum.



Tenor Drums APS1412UCT



The very traditional look and carefully chosen construction adds to the beautiful sound of this specially designed tenor drums. This is what you get, an unmatched tenor drum, lightweight, beautiful in sound and visual appearance.



APT1614



Bass Drums



Vancore Bass drums are known as one of the best sounding bass drums available. Lightweight drums, warm and deep sound and second to none finishes. Stop searching for the best! You have been already successful. APS1412XSTS



APB2816



snare drums



Traditional Series



These series are developed to tradition and more…… we’ve added it to tradition!! Four complete series specially designed for the most demanding traditional marching percussionist. Bass drums, Multi Tenor sets and Snare drums all in line featuring:



Corps Custom Lite Series



Specially lightweight snare drums. Ideal for the young marching percussionists. Perfect for the young mucisian who needs a versatile light instrument.



Corps Custom Economic



Lightweight and economical aspects were the keywords for developing these series, without loosing focus on quality. 8- lugs, different snare strainers and diecast hoops.



Corps Custom Standard



Adding more quality and options did result in creating these outstanding instruments. 10 lugs, different snare strainers and diecast tension hoops.



Corps Custom Exclusive



Exclusivity, top quality, an optimum of options were ingredients when designing the Exclusive Corps Custom set of marching snare drums. 12 lugs, different snare strainers and diecast tension hoops. ATS1412UCS08



The BIGGEST innovation in snaredrum technology! the ULTIMATE COMFORT STRAINER! Freef.loating High Tension Series



style w e n ur over yo ming! c s i D rum snared



These series are developed in a very strong cooperation with users and practicing percussionist on the field. Our R&D team had numerous meeting and sessions with outstanding marching bands and drum corps, and even the foremost pipeband players in the world. Through our association with the top marching units and bands throughout the world, we’ve gained the expertise you need to sound your best!



UTS Series Snare drums



These top quality high-tension snare drum is always on our production schedule. Available in different sizes, features and finishes. Their construction, sound and visual design pleases the most demanding marching snare drummer!



UFI Series Snare drums



Adding to the UTS Series we did decide to continue this winning concept: First on the market, First in weight reduce and First in sound and projection



UFI 1400 FS



AFS1412TOTS



bass drums Traditional Series



The traditional series bass drums are standing for a really warm and rich sound. Available in 4 - different features and a large scale of finishes.



ATB1812E



Corps Custom Lite Series



Lightweight bass drums specially designed for the young marching bass drummers. Available from 12”up to 18”. The bassdrums are fitted with triple flanged tension hoops. A minimal sized bass drum with a large sound!!



Corps Custom Economic Series



Lightweight and full sized bass drums. Sizes: 16” up to 28”. Available in both 12” and 14”wide. Fitted with 8 lugs and 2.3 mm claws.



Corps Custom Standard Series



A full range of top quality bass drums. Available from 16” - 28”x 12”wide. Available from 16”-30” x14”wide. Fitted with 10 twin lugs and 2.3 mm tension claws.



Corps Custom Exclusive



These exclusive bass drums exemplify the quality Vancore is known for. Exclusivity and top quality! Fitted with 12 twin lugs and 2.3 mm claws. Available from 16”- 28”x 12” wide Available from 16”- 30” x 14”wide



UTB Series



High Tension Series



AFB2414



The UTB series bass drums are equipped with 12 solid aluminium lugs and 2.3 mm claws for extreme high tension. Stainless steel tension rods for lifetime trouble free operation. The big sound of these bass drums will give every marching drummer a thrill on the field. A full range available from 16” up to 32”.



MARCH



Marching xylophones



MB300



Vibercore synthetic bars for and optimum of projection and power, fitted on an aluminium fram Including set of resonators. MX100/200 - 2.5 octave, MX300/400 - 2.0 octave Junior Xylophone



NEW FEATURE - Marching bells



2.5 octave bell set fitted with aluminium bars. Exclusive bar attachment - Light weight instrument Different models MB100-MB200- MB300 MX100



Tenor sets Traditional Series



ATT402X



Corps Custom Lite Series



To complete the range for the young marching percussion player Vancore designed the Corps Custom Lite series tenor sets. Lightweight and small sizes developed for the young marching percussionists. Available in different configurations.



Corps Custom Economic



As a follow up on the Corps Custom Lite Series the Corps Custom Economic tenor sets stand for standard quality and carefree operation. Available in different set ups.



Corps Custom Standard



These tenor sets are fitted with more lugs for higher tension. A standard quality combined with more options and finishes.



Corps Custom Exclusive



Exclusive tenor sets for medium high tension. Available in different configurations from 3 up to 6 tenors mounted on the adaptor.



Freef.loating - High Tension Series UFT Series



The ultimate in pitch, tone and articulation. In addition to the UTS series snare drum system the unique Vancore free-floating tenor sets are being added. Shells can be mounted in various configurations using the unique multi-lock system. Besides that, shells can be clicked off if you like. The Ultimate Free-floating tenor set meets all the requirements of today’s demanding tenor player. Available with standard or power shells.



UTT Series



The Ultimate tensioned tenor set. Their powerful sound is unrivalled. Standard power shells fitted with solid aluminium lugs, 2.3 mm triple flanged hoops and stainless steel tension rods.



UFT601S



HING Keyboards



Marching metallophones



Special alloy bars, resonators and dampening system. A must for your marching keyboard ensemble.



me.



MM300



Marching marimbas



Vibercore bars, available in 4 different models MM100/200 - 2.0 octave Wide Bar MM300/400 - 2.0 octave Junior Marimba



MV100



latin percussion MLB100



MTI1314



Bongo’s



Three different features available. Both with Aluforce or Plywood Impact shells, depending on model number.



Timbales



Go Latin! Steel shells and solid steel hoops for real high pitch and slapping rim shots. Three different configurations available 12”-13” 13”-14” 14”-15”



Multi Percussion Set



Build your own!! Our modular adaptor system gives you the opportunity to build your own multi-percussion set up. Using special clamps and bracket makes it easy to create a special and personalised feature.



MTS500



Temple Blocks Set



Unbreakable temple blocks mounted on a multi percussion adaptor. An add on for your Latin percussion ensemble.



MMP100



Carriers and adaptors 
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